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Filter UV PGYTECH DJI Mini 3

PGYTECH DJI Mini 3 UV Filter
Try the PGYTECH UV filter, which blocks blue light and guarantees excellent results. It was created with Japanese AGC optical glass and
CNC aluminum, making it lightweight, yet strong and resistant. What's more, thanks to special coatings, it will also be easy to clean and
install.
 
Excellent image quality
Creating beautiful bird's eye shots is easier than you might think. You don't have to worry about UV rays anymore, as the filter made of
Japanese AGC optical glass prevents them from entering the lens. What's more, it also blocks blue light, so you can easily eliminate blue
or whitish tones from your photos. This makes this product perfect for open spaces like seas and large fields.
 
Durable and easy to clean
This  product  is  extremely  resistant  and  easy  to  clean.  Thanks  to  its  2-sided  coating,  it  is  waterproof,  and  what's  more,  it  also  repels
grease. This makes it easy for you to keep it clean. It will serve you for a long time, as it also shows scratch resistance.
 
Made for DJI Mini 3
You don't have to worry about the accessory weighing down your drone and affecting its flight quality. The filter is extremely lightweight
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and durable, thanks to its frame made of aluminum. It also stands out for its resistance to corrosion. What's more, it is perfectly matched
to the DJI Mini 3, so it won't upset its balance and will allow you to have a smooth and exciting flight. 
 
	Producer 
	PGYTECH
	Model
	P-40B-010
	Material 
	AGC optical glass
	Filter effect
	UV light blocking / lens protection
	Effect on colors 
	No color change
	Compatibility
	DJI Mini 3

Preço:

Antes: € 18.4992

Agora: € 16.00
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